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THIS IS A RESEARCH PROPOSAL TO DEVELOP AND TEST A
TYPOLOGY FOR CLASSIFYING EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS CONDUCTED BY.- .

UNIVERSITY RESIDENTIAL ADULT CENTERS. THIS TYPOLOGY WILL BE
INDUCTIVELY DEVELOPED, BASED Cpl EDUCATIONAL DISTINCTIONS
LOGICALLY FORMULATED, DESCRIPTIVE, AND SET AT A 1EVEL OF
GENERALITY WHERE LOSS BY FRAGMENTATION WILL NOT BE TOO GREAT.
IN A PILOT STUDY 16 RESIDENTIAL PROGRAMS CONDUCTED BY THE
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO CENTER FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION WERE
INDUCTIVELY ANALYZED, AND PROGRAM ELEMENTS IDENTIFIEL.
ORGANIZING PRINCIPLES WERE ABSTRACTED FROM THE ELEMENTS.
ABOUT 265 OTHER CHICAGO CENTER PROGRAMS WILL BE CLASSIFIED TO
REFINE AND 'COMPLETE THE TYPOLOGY WHICH WILL THEN BE
FIELD-TESTED FOR COMMUNICABILITY, COMPREHENSIVENESS:
USEFULNESS, ACCEPTANCE, AND CONSISTENCY. ABOUT 25 PROGRAM
DIRECTORS AND COORDINATORS FROM SIX OTHER UNIVERSITY
RESIDENTIAL CENTERS WILL USE ThE TYPOLOGY TO CLASSIFY 375
PROGRAMS. DIRECTORS, COORDINATORS AND PROFESSORS OF ADULT
EDUCATION WILL BE INTERVIEWED TO DETERMINE THE EXTENT TO
WHICH THE CRITERIA ARE MET. THE PROPOSAL INCLUDES 25
REFERENCES. (LY)
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The purposes of this study are: (1) to develop a typology to classify the variety of educational
programs conducted in university residential adult education centers; and (2) to test that typology. The
initial universe of data is all activities taking place in such centers and from this universe will be selected
residential adult education programs, which are defined as "an organl..ted educative activity engaged in by

OFFICE OF EDIXATION

a group of adults, involving temporary residence at the study site. as 4 planned part of the activity. t

The typology will be developed inductively. The result of the study, the typology of residential
adult education programs, will consist of a limited number of program types. Each program type will be
a representative specimen or ma le! of one kind of residential program. The program types will be ordered
and arranged in relation to each other on the base of an organizing principle or a set of organizing
principles.2 The typology will have four characteristics; it wi!l be (1) based on educational distinctions,
(2) logically developed, (3) descriptive, and (4) set at a level of generfragmentation
is not too great

The process of the investigation is as follows: First, in a pilot study, sixteen residential programs
which took place at the University of Chicago Center for Ccntinuing Education were inductively analyzed,
and three program elements were identified. Organizing principles were abstracted from the elements.

Second, approximately 265 other programs from the Chicago Center will be classified in order to
refine the elements and principles, which w:ll be combined to establish the program types. The typology
will be substantially complete as a result of this step.

Third, a field test will be conducted to determine the extent to which the typology satisfies five
criteria: communicability, comprehensiveness, usefulness, acceptance, ma consistency.4 About
twenty-five program directors and program coordinators from six other university resideitt;n1 centers will
use the typology to classify approximately 375 of their own programs. The directors, coordinators, and
approximately four professors of adult education, will be interviewed to determine further the. extent to
which the criteria are met.

For the first time, residential adult education prograMs will be described, defined, and related
systematically to each other in ways which will permit rigorous empirical investigations. This study will
suggest hypotheses and questions for such research; it will relate the concerns, theories, and research of
the larger field of education to residential adult education, and it will provide the practicing residential
adult educator with a better understanding of the nature and type of programs whicE he conducts.

1Harold J. Alford, "A History of Residential Adult Education" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation,
ci Department of Education, University of Chicago, in process), p. 14.

2David R. Krathwohl, Benjamin S. Bloc m, and Bertram B. Masia, Taxonomy of Educational
Objectives. Handbook II: Affective Domain (New York: David McKay Co., 196437). 11.

3Benjamin S. Bloom et al., Taxonomy of Educational Objectives. Handbook I: Cognitive
Do rnoin (New York: Longmons, Green and Co., 1956), pp. 13-15.

4Ibid., pp. 17, 20-24.
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V. Background:
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The idea-that busy adults should pause from time to time fo refresh their minds

through short-term intensive study and reflection (14), in a setting removed from the dis-

tractions of normal daily life, is the basic tenet of residential adult education. In some

respects, residential adult education is an old idea--going back to the Danish Folk high

schools of the mid-nineteenth century inspired by Bishop N. S.F. Grundrvig. In other

respects, exemplified by attractive, present day continuing education centers specially

built for the short-term education of adults, it is a relatively new idea: the first full-

scale, on-campus university residential. center was built in 1936 at the University of

Minnesota.
14

During the fast twenty years, there has been extensive and rapid growth in the

number of university residential adult education centers in the United States. Universities

now operate fifty-six centers, and eighty per cent of the centers have begun operation

since 1946. Nearly forty-three per cent of these centers have initiated operations since

January 1960.(18)

There has been comparable growth in the number of conference programs offered

by colleges and universities. The Joint Data Report of the Association of University Evening

Colleges (AUEC) and the National University Extension Association (NUEA) for the 1962-63

,3ccdemic year shows that institutions belonging to these organizations conducted 8,895 con-

ferilnces, enrolling 1,025,325 participants. The number of participants increased approximately

twenty-five per cent each year between 1960 and 1963. Conference programs, increasing

at the rate of approximately'sixteen per cent each year, are the fastest growing form of

.
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university adultadult educatiori.(4) Yet, there are few concrete data or established principles

to guide the development and growth of residential" centers and programs.

Presently the field of adult education suffers from the fact that language and

terminology are not used consistently among adult educators. For example, among pecp!e

concerned with residential adult education, common terms such as "conference," "workshop,"

"seminar," "symposium," and "meeting" are applied to programs, often not on any rational

or consistent basis, but because they "sound good" or because one term has more prestige

than another. Programs which appear to be basically similar to one another may bear quite

different labels: one year a program may be called a workshop, the next year a conference.

The confusion which results leads to difficulties in interaction and communication among both

professional and lay adult educators and participants.

To counteract the difficulties inherent in collecting reliable and valid data under

such conditions, NUEA-AUEC Joint Committees have cooperated with the American Association

of Collegiate Registrars and Admissions Officers (AACRAO) to define terms for higher adult

education, some of which are intended to apply to residential programs.(3) The terms "con-

ference," "workshop," and "institute," however, are defined by the same statement with no

differentiation among them. Other writers (e.g., Verner (25), Bergevin, Morris, and Smith(6)

and Aker (1)) maintain that amt., term is distinctively different one from another.'

DeCrow and his associates at the Library of Continuing Education at Syracuse University,

with support from the U.S. Office of Education, are developing a computer - basso: information

storage and retreival system to make available to adult educators abstracts and summaries

of the field's widely scattered, published and unpublished literate.re. Toward this end they

will develop a thesaurus of concepts by using single key words or short phrases, combine the

concepts into an overall clastification scheme (organized from very broad down to 'very specific

E. 4'41".
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levels)and thenclassify the literature of adult education and related fields.(10) The key

words and concepts they are in the process of identifying may provide some terminology for

the present study.

A la* number of articles, pamphlets, and books, such cis those by Bergevin, Morris,

and Smith (6), and Morgan, Holmes, and Bundy (21), have been written describing and

defining programs and procedures (i.e., methods, techniques, and aids) and how they are

best used in a variety of adult education situations, including the residential setting.

Bergevin, Morris,, and Smith present a schematic interpretation of communication patterns,

indicating the roles of leaders and participants, which suggests an element to be considered

in this investigation. Both Miller (20) and Morgan, Holmes, and Bundy elaborate these

points through written descriptions.

Schwertman noted in 1958 that "the main obstacle to better adult education is the

lack, almost complete lack, of an appropriate way of looking at adult education." (22:26)

Building directly upon Schwertman's analysis, Verner drew upon established classification

theory, reviewed many of the earlier attempts to classify aspects of adult education, and then

developed a scheme for classifying adult education processes applicable in all adult education

institutions.(25) He divided methods into three classes: "individual," "group" (small and

large), and "community," based on the patterns of stratification within society. While his

group methods could take place within a residential center, the scheme does not account for

a number of programs which are taking place in residential centers. His scheme does not

include any explicitly stated principles for ordering methods within the three major classes,

but it does provide a basis for ordering techniques according to the involvement of the participant.

To overcome the lack of a framework, both Sheffield (23) and the Program Research

Project of Residential Adult Education Centers (9) have developed conference classification schemes fc.
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use in specific situations. The Sheffreld,scLeme was based on the primary objectives

of programs as stated by the planners. He classified conferences as being either liberal,

occupational, functional, or recreational in nature.(23:8,.. P5-6) Members of the Programt
Research Project described several types of residential center activities based on the adminis-

trative structure of the centers and the programs, and the extent of involvement of conference

personnel in conducting the program. The categories were as follows: meals, meetings/4som

conferences, course-spaced sessions, one of a series of conferences, and social functions.(9:17)41. .4=1.44.4

Neither scheme has a theoretical or systematic basis for organizing or ordering conferences.

Sheffield's use of objectives suggests an important element which must be considered in the

present investigation and the activity types developed by "the Program Research Project

suggest that administrative structure and the personnel involved must also be considered.

Aker, after an extensive survey of the literature, concluded that there are "on

abundance of articles which purport to explain when and how to make the best use of the

various methods and techniques about which so little is known1"(1:4) Thu:, he emphasized the

fact that we do not really know the nature of the more than 8,800 conference programs conducted

annually by universities. The participants, the residential centers, and the universities are all

in the peculiar position of not being able to describe or define the activity the participants

attended.

VI, Problem:

The central concern of the present study was identified nearly ten years ago when

Houle pointed out that "nobody has developed any useful system for categorizing basic

conference types. If possible, one should be found."(13:21) Even by 1965 Aker could find no

theoretical framewotks within which the study or discussion of residential programs could take

r 1

place. And consequentlif theri is no adequate framework which can be used to chart future
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courses of action - -of .either a practical or theoretical nature. In particular, the new residential

centers.being established need the guidance of tested principles, concrete data, and a clear

concept of the nature of the-residential program.-

This study is eirected at the description, definition, and classification of residential

programs which are being conducted by universities; it is not directed at re-defining terminology

presently in use. The purposes of the study are twofold: (1) to develop a typology of residential

adult education programs; and (2) to field test that typology. The process by which the typology

will be developed will be inductive, and testing will be accomplished according to standard

criteria established for classification schemes. The result of the study will be a scheme composed

of a series of program types (based on program elements and organizing principles); each type will

be ordered and arranged in relation to the others.

A variety of group activities take place in university residential adult education centers,

ranging from meals or social affairs one or two hours in length, to organized instructional programs

lasting several weeks. The initial universe of data for this study will be all activities which take

place in the residential centers. The data or "stuff" to be classified, which will be selected from

this universe, are residential adult education programs, which are defined as "an educative activity

engaged in by a group of adults, involving temporary residence at the study site as a planned part

of the activity."(2:14) Educative activities consist of a series of learning situations designed to

achieve certain specific learning objectives for an individual or a group. Activities of any

duration in which individual and/or group learning is incidental or non-intentional (i.e., activities

not having objectives specifying desired changes in behavior) are therefore excluded from con-

sideration. In particular, this definition excludes banquets, luncheons, meetings in which organi-

zational business only is transacted, and social affairs. (Such activities are usually less than four

hours in length.) Within the activities selected for classification, this study is concerned with

the situations tile structure and format) within which learning takes place.

there are some indications as to what specifically serves to distinguish one program from

.another, For example, Sheffield used objectives, Bergevin, Morris, and Smith communication

ins and roes, and 'Verner involvement of partkiponts.

,
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None of these concepts, however,



seem to encompass fully the complex phenomenon that is a residential educational program.

Can a typology. of residential adult education programs be developed? Many

adult educators seem to think that each residential program (i.e., each conference, seminar,

or workshop) is unique. On the other hand, there are programs which seem to be very similar

to other programs, and very unlike still others. There appear to be characteristics (or elements)

which are common to many programs, but it has not been at all clear what elements distin-

guish one kind of program from another kind. The problem, then, is to identify, describe,

and define clearly such elements, trying at the same time to be aware of the many different

possible elements as suggested in the largely descriptive literature reviewed previously. In

addition, the elements must be related to each other in a systematic way which will help to

increase our understanding of residential programs. The ultimate goal of the study is to relate

whole programs to each othef in a similar systematic manner.

The success of investigators in other areas in developing typologies, and the results

of a pilot study conducted by this investigator, indicate that it is possible tt develop a

typology of residential programs. The first result of this investigation, therefore, will be a

typology which is an educational-logical-descriptive classification scheme set at a level

of generality where program types are ordered hierarchically by one or more organizing

principles.

To what extent does the typology satisfy certain empirical criteria which should be

met by a classification scheme of the nature described above? Other people should be able

to use the typology with reliable results. It should suggest new relations%ips, questions, and

hypotheses about programs which can be tested. The typology should be sufficiently compre-

hensive that nearly all residential ,programs can be assigned to classes of the typology. And

the typology should be consistent with existing research results. Thus, the problem here is to

test, the, typology -by deterMiniog,the extent to which, the criteria are met.
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VII. Theoretical Framework for the Study:

in classification theory, a type is a phenomenon or object that exhibits the charact-

eristic qualities of a kind, group, or class of those objects or phenomena; it serves as a repre-

sentafive or model specimen. A program type, then, is a 'description of a residential program

which serves as a model specimen; it is based on program elements1 and their organizing
ti

principles.2

A typology is defined as a classification scheme ordered and arranged on the basis of

an organizing principle or on the basis of a set of organizing principles.(16:11) The typology

of residential adult education programs, therefore, will consist of several program types,

each ordered and arranged in relation to the others on The basis of an organizing principle

or a set of organizing principles, and each serving as a representative specimen for one or

another kind of residential program. Lazarsfeld and Barton describe this arrangement as a

"set of classes rankable along one dimension."(17:75)

Since there are a large variety of possible program elements and organizing princi-

ples, the determination of these might be arbitrary. To avoid this possibility, four guiding

principles were adapted from Bloom et al.(7) to guide the investigator in the selection of

program elements and organizing principles, and the establishment of the program types.

To insure that in its final form the typology will be easily understood and used, it will be

checked against the guiding principles at each step in the developmental procedure. The

guiding principles, which will also be characteristics of the typology, are as follows:

..,

., 1A program element is defined as a component or constituent part of a whole

-, residential program.
.

2An organizing principle is defined as a concept or rule which furnishes the basis

for- expanding (logically extending) and systematizing program elements and program types.
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0) Major distinctions between"categories will be educational' and will reflect
the distinctions program adMinistrators make; (7:13), (25:11,20)

(2) The typology will be logically developed and internally consistent; each
term will be defined and used in a consistent way throughout the typology,
and each category will permit logical subdivisions; (7:14), (17:157,158),
(25:11,20)

(3) The typology will be a purely descriptive scheme in which every part of the
typology will be represented in a neutral fashion; that is, the typology will
not indicate the value or quality of one of its parts as compared with another;
(7:14), (25:20)

(4) The typology will be set at a level of generality where loss by fragmentation
will not be too great. The object here is to avoid developing a scheme composed
of bits and pieces verydifferent from the whole programs with which one begins.
(7:6),. (25:20)

The basic -steps in the development of the typology are as follows:

(1) Inductive Analysis.--The general framework selected for developing the typology

has been described by lirenz as "the classical three steps of inductive science: collecting

the basis for induction, classik,Tng it systematically, and abstracting lawfulness." This

process was selected principally because earlier efforts, which had been based on other

methods, did not seem to encompass fully the complex phenomena being studied. Lorenz

goes on to say that this process is closely analogous to "the mechanism of gestalt percep-

tion"(19:38), and both he and Katz (15:73) regard such a "wholistic" point of view as necessary

for undertaking the first intuitive sorting of complex phenomena. It is also necessary that the

analyst have an intimate knowledge of the clita and the guidance of appropriate theory.(17:i61-62)

(2) Elemental Analysis.--"The first advance beyond impressionistic judgment' .

. is the specification of the indicators upon which the classifier's decision is . . . based. "(17:166

Intensive analysis of the phenomena, attempting to bring to it a gestalt-like perception, is

requiredlo identify tentatively these indicators, called program elements in this study, and

to abstract from the elements their appropriate organizing principles. The purpose of this

A,

I 17,.1.,,f1)1r117.:,111rrrert""1.1""111411.""11"14.111")011110010/Wirsi
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process r f analyzing the initial judgment is to reduce a very complex phenomena to such

clear and unambiguous simplicity that many individuals can use the scheme with equal ease

and consistency. Of course, the more finely the data are segmented, the more difficult it is

to re-assemble the elements to approach the level of generality desired, and therefore the .

classifier seeks elements in a range mid-way between the lb° general and the too specific.

Once the elements and principles are tentatively identified and described, the rele-

vant literature is reviewed to discover ways of expanding each concept more fully and to

discover better terminology. This process, called "t abstruction" by Lazarsfeld and Barton

(17:165-6), is directed at discovering a way (i.e., a theory, a logical structure, etc.) of

explaining systematically what has been found by the inductive method. It assumes that

what was found implicitly can probably be explained by existing frameworks which may not

have been obviously related to initial understanding or statement of the problem, and it

involves switching back and forth between theory and the data "until both concrete

applicability and generality are obtained."(17:156)

During the process of substruction (in the pilot phase of the present investigation) it

was determined that John Dewey's conception of the learning situation as having both longitu-

dinal and lateral-dimensions (11:42) provided a general explanation for the elements which had

emerged from the inductive analysis. The relevance of his theory is particularly apparent when

he states that "the immediate and direct concern of an educator is then with the situations in

which interaction takes place."(11:43) This study is directly concerned with these "learning

situations," in which "interaction is going on between an individual and objects and other

persons. "(11:41) Thus the learner, the teacher, the objectives, and the organization of

learning experiences over time are major factors of the learning situation.

The Dewey theory, ar.d its more' concrete and-specific application in Tyler's curriculum

---1,',:
:,.
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. development rationale (24), therefore provide the framework and define the parameters

within which the program elements and organizing principles can be related to each other

and organized to form the typology of residential programs, The Dewey and Tyler theories

have the further distinct a&antage of relating the inductively developed typology to the

concerns, theory, and research of the larger educational enterprise.

(3) Synthesis.--When the elements (and their principles) are fairly well defined

and have been applied by classifying individual programs, the elements and their principles

are "reduced" (17:172) or re-combined to form the program types. The program types are

then ordered and arranged according to an organizing principle and constitute the typology

of residential adult education programs.

(4) Testing.--The typology will be tested by determining the extent to which it

meets five criteria suggested by Bloom et al.(7) The first four criteria are sufficient to vali-

date a classification scheme. We hope that the typology goes beyond that, however, and

therefore the fifth criterion has been included to determine if the scheme is a taxonomy.

The criteria are as follows:

(1) Communicability is the extent to which a group of competent workers can,
little experience with the classification procedures, agree on

. the approximate placement of the phenomena to be claisified; (7:20),
(17:157, 163-5) .

(2) Comprehensiveness is the extent to which all residential programs can be

c assifiece typology; (7:21), (17:157), (25:20)

Usefulness is the extent to which the scheme stimulates thought about
edutational problems; (7:21-24)

(3)

(4) Acceptance is the extent to which the scheme is accepted and used by workers
(7:24) and

(5) Consistency is the extent to which the typology is in accordance with the
'Iri-oTeticat views in research findings on residential program. (7:17)
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VIII; The Pilot Study:
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The purposes of the pilot study were: (1) to test the applicability and practicality

of the procedure. proposed for developing the typology; and (2) to identify the program elements

and organizing principles of the typology.

A. Procedure.--:The procedure. described in the previous section was used to analyze

sixteen residentibl programs. As a result of this analysis five program elements were tenta-

tively identified and described.

The five elements were: (1) interaction (the flow of communication) is

similar to the communication patterns of Bergevin, Morris, and Smith(6) and Ginther's didactic-

dialectical continuum .(l2) (2) Audience (their role in the program) is similar to Verner'S

active-passive continuum of participant involvement.(25) (3) Program purposes or objectives

(ways in which planners intended to change an individual or a group) was suggested by Sheffield's

study..(23) (4) Time (proportion of time allotted to various learning situations) was empha-

sized by Tyler (24) as an essential element of educational programs. (5)Structure of the program

(ways in which interaction patterns are grouped in programs) is expressed indirectly in the

writings of Ginther (12) and Verner.(25) (The idea of structure was used later in relation to

the ordering.of the program types.)

B. The Program Elements.--The above five tentative elements were -refined and

in some cases combined, and resulted in the three program elements described below:

(1) aldectives.--;Although this element was suggested by Sheffield, the taxonomies

of educational objectives developed by Bloom et al. (7) and Krathwohl, Bloom and Masia (16)

were more comprehensive and therefore they were adapted for use in this typology. This element

is divided into lower, middle, and higher levels of objectives, and includes both cognitive

and affective objectives at each level. Objectives are classified also according to whether.
. ,

t:.ey are intended to change the behavior of individuals, or change the behavior of a group.
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The cognitive domain is ordered by the organizing principle of complexity, and the affective

d.3main by internalization. 'See Appendix A for specific staters nts of the objectives.

(2) Interaction.- -This complex element is based onthe flow of direct communication

among all participants -- between teachers and students, among teachers, among students, and

between the student and his Materials. It is a bipolar element: at one end of the continuum

is a didactic, lecture-type situation (12) in which teachers have full responsibility for

carrying on the learning situation and students listen passively.(25:22) Near the other, dia-

lectical, pole of the continuum, communication flows among all present .(much as in a dis-

cussion group) (12), responsibility for the activity rests"fully on all present, and each person

has opportunity for-neXtensive participation."(25j2) The dialectical extreme is the student

in full communication with his teacher or materials, where responsibility for carrying out a

project rests fully with the student.

Three closely related and consistent organizing principles are the bases for ordering

this element: (1) the flow of communication, ranging from "one-way" to "face-to-face"

corrannication (5:326); (2) a "passive-active" continuum describing the student's involve-

ment in the activity (25:21-3); and (3) a continuum of responsibility for initiating and carrying

on the learning activity. See Appendix B- for descriptions of the interaction patterns.

(3) Proportion of Time.--Time.seemed to distinguish among several groups of pro-Aw/NO/Maws,

grams in the initial inductive sorting. The importance of time was confirmed by Tyler, who

implies throughout his book that length of time has direct relevance to how much can be accom-

plithed.(24) Several different Ways of using time were tried out (e.g;, length of individual

sessions,_ length of.whole,program in days, various proportions of time, etc.), and the most

fruitful results were.obtained.,by using the proportion!of time in.the whole program that was

:devoted to different 1.4ndkof interaction' patterns. The organizing principle of this element
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is proportionality, or the per cent of time, ranging from 0 percent to 100 percent.

The three program elements--;objectives, interaction, and proportion of time--form

the basis for describing each residential program preparatory to assigning it to the program

type it most closely resembles. All pro6rani types have not been established because the pilot

study involved only sixteen programs, and it is not clear yet which are major types and which"

nre'sutle-types or "accidents."(8:19)-.

The typology of residential adult education programs will consist of the program

types ordered on the general basis of complexity; the two extremes of the continuum are

described as follows:

TYPE A. The simplest type of program is one which involves only one form of
didactic interaction (e.g., wholly devoted to lectures), and the lowest
order objective (recall or awareness of information), thereby requiring
no overt participation by the student, with full responsibility on the
teacher for conducting the activity.

TYPE Ti. The other end of the:continuum is a program complex in every respect,
involving sever& forms (three or more) of dialectical interaction (e.g.,
group discussion, independent study and buzz groups), and the highest
level objectives (i.e., analysis, synthesis, or evaluation of phenomena),
thereby requiring extensive, sustained, and full participation by the
student, and a minimum of direction by the teacher.

These two program types, the program elements, and the organizing principles, all

parts of the typology of residential adult education programs, are characterized by being

(1) based on educational distinctions, (2) logically developed, (3) descriptive, and (4) set

at a level of generality where loss by fragmentation will not be too great.

TiX ttesign,/of the Study::

A. :,Development of the Typolo-gy.-The focus in this stage will be on refining the

iirogriam-elements and Organizing, principles, and defining and ordering the remaining prograin

sit form the. typology-.
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Sources of Data for Refinement.--A total of approximately 265 residential programs

Which took'place in The University of Chicago Center for Continuing Education between

January 15,, 1963 (the opening date of the Center} and December 31, 1964, will provide

data for refinement of the typology. Sixteen additional programs from the same center were

used in the pilot study. The data consist of (1) file records on each program (primarily

printed program schedules, but occasionally includes summaries of programs, published

reports or proceedings, planning booklets, and other written documents as needed); (2) the

investigatOr's understanding and perception of programs as developed through research and

study; and (3) the investigator's experience in planang and conducting many of

these programs in the Chicago Center.

The Chicago Center was selected as an appropriate source for the pilot study and

refinement data for four reasons: (1) an intensive and extensive study of other centers and

their programs was undertaken prior to the establishment of the Chicago Center in an effort

to develop a program as broad and soundly based as possible for a university of national

stature; (2) a :omparative study of the programs in ten university centers over a six month

period showed that Ch:cago had a broader range and variety of programs than any of the

other centers on such factors as subject matter content of programs, purposes of programs,

geographical distribution of clientele, academic level of program content, variety of instruc-

tional methods used, and source of instructional faculty (9); (3) the data were readily avail-

able; and (4) the investigator was personally familiar with many of the programs.

Refinement Process.--The typology will be refined further by classification of the

remaining 26$Chicago Center residential, programs. Each program will be classified according

=

to the three program, elern6nti andthen the elements will be combined to form the program types.

The program types will be ordered according to an organizing principle of complexity, and this

fd
3

't,
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will constitute the typology of residential adult education programs. The purpose of this

step, in addition to establishing the typologh h to clarify or change the typology and its

parts as necessary to accommodate as broad a variety of programs as possible before they are

subjected to scrutiny and lase by practitioners in a field test.

B. Testing the miology.--The validation of the typology will be carried out in a

field test by determining the extent to which it meets five criteria.

The Field Test.--The steps for testing the typology are as follows:

(1) The prograni directors in each of six selected university residential centers
will be requested to develop g list of all activities taking place in the
centers during each month being studied. The definition of educativeness
will be applied to each activity to determine if it is an educational program
and therefore to be classified, or non- educational and therefore not to be
classified.

Approximately twenty program coordinators in the selected centers will be
asked to classify a total of approximately 375 programs they have conducted
during six of the immediately previous twelve months. The program director
at each center will classify approximately twenty percent of the same programs
which have been classified by the coordinators in their centers. Both coor-
dinators and directors will use printed program schedules, other written
records, and their experience with the programs to classify each program
according to the program elements, thereby providing data for the investigator
to summarize each and assign it to its proper class in the typology.
Classifiers at each center will be taught by the investigator how to ZTd-fre
typology by participating in a group meeting.

The six (United States) centers will include:

(a) approximately three centers with broadly-based programs similar
to that of the Chicago Center;

(la) approximately three centers with programs which are unique in some
way (e.g., unusual clientele, unusual organization, special purpose
or commitment, or other special situations).

Data on which to base the selection of specific centers will be secured from
the "PrOgram Research Report"(9), the Directory of Residential Continuing
Education Centers (18), end other publiccTidescri e variousg."-
university centers.
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(2) ,F9flowinathe classifying process,. the investigator will conduct an interview
with-each program director, and one coordinator (selected at random) from
ginh center,, a totcl of awl twelve 'persons. Each person will be asked to
answer questions relating to the criteria for testing the typology.

(a) Interviews will be conducted with approximately four professors of adult
'education. The professors will be selected because they have published
either theoretical or practical works about the classification of adult education
programs or have verbally expressed interest in the ,pioblem. They ai,so_ will be
asked questions relating to the-criteria, for testing the typology.

(4) Approximately three weeks after each program director classifies programs
(step 1 above), he will be asked to re-classify the same programs. This will
be a check on reliability.

If the five criteria are judged to be met before all respondents have classified pro-

grams, the testing process will be terminated. (It will not be terminated, however, before

the Programs of at least four centers.have been classified.) If though, the criteria are judged

not to be met when programs in the six centers have been classified, then the process will

continue (until the criteria are met) through selection of additional centers and respondents.

The Criteria for Validation.--The typology will be completed and accepted as a

valid scheme for the classification of university residential adult education programs, when

the following criteria are satisfied at the levels indicated:

Communicability is the extent to which a group of competent workers can agree on

the approximate placement of the programs. Two tests must be met to satisfy this criterion.

A test of reliability will be satisifed if residential program directors (who will classify the

smile programs twice) place the majority of the programs in the same categories both times.

A test of objectivity will be satisfied if residential program coordinators and program directors

(who will classify ,indepe' ncieixtly the same programs) are able to agree on the placement of th
, ' r

majority of the programs. For both of thesitests the respondents will use the program elements

for classifying programs.
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Comprehensiveness is the extent to which all residential programs can be classified

within the typaltigy -This'criterion will be satisfied if residential program directors and

coardinatOrS can classify the majority of all their own programs using the program elements.

The direatars and coordinators to be interviewed aisowill be asked if they can identify another

activity `(perhaps in a time periOd not included in the study) which does not fit in the typology.

The tesit-of.objedtivity and reliability described under communicability also will establish

further how well this criterion is met.

Usefulness is the extent to which the typology stimulates thought about educational

_problems. This criterion will be tested in four ways.

Following the classification of programs, the investigator will conduct closely

structured interviews with program directors and selected coordinators. Each director will be

given a list of all programs.classified in his center. He will be asked to identify the ten

most effective and the ten least effective programs in terms of the degree to which the parti-

cipants were educated. In addition, the director will be asked to provide participant reac-

tions from post-program evaluations if such evaluations were conducted. After the interview,

the investigator will compare these data with the results of the earlier classifying process to

determine if the typology suggests criteria by which it is possible to distinguish among

effective and ineffective programs.

In the interviews the directors and coordinators will be asked questions designed to

determine the extent to which the program elements increased their understanding of resi-

dential' pragraini. Questions; designed to measure the usefulness of the typology, and not

the. respondent% agreerrient,with the typology, will center upon the general question of how

useftil lithe 4/04; -and- in what ways Is it useful?

,....4111.11.,=1,
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Closely structured interviews will also be conducted with approximately four

professors of adult education who will have an opportunity to study the typology but

will not classify programs. Questions will be asked relating to the usefulness of

the typology.as well as its power in suggesting new relationships, questions, or hypo-

theses for research.

The investigator atso will survey appropriate literature and analyze the typology

to discover answers to the questions relating to the usefulness and power of the typology.:

AcCeptance is the extent to which the scheme is accepted and used by workers

in the field. It can only be appraised. fully after the typology has been presented to the

field and enough time has elapsed for it to prove useful or not. All respondents inter-

viewed, however, will be asked to give an opinion on (1) the extent to which they

think the typology will be accepted and used by others; (2) whether or not they think

they would use it themselves; and (3) an example of how they would use it. it is

possible that some acceptance for the scheme may be gained through the testing

process.

Consistency is the extent to which the typology is in accordance with the theoret-

ical views in research findings on residential programs. it will be tested by demonstrating

that the typology is, or is not, consistent with the majority of relevant research literature.

Ora, each of the persons interviewed will be asked to identify research findings which

either support or contradict the typology. Second, the investigator will also identify

appropriate literature. The views and findings of all the relevant literature identified
,

will be summarized and the extent to which they are consistent with the program elements,

program types, and the organizing principles will be determined.

I
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The last criterion, consistency, does not need to be accepted in order to establish

. that the typology is a classification scheme; the four preceding ones are sufficient to establish

that. Consistency, must be accepted, however, in order to have a taxonomic scheme.

X. Significance of the Study:

From the scienttfiC viewpoint classification is only a preliminary; we -may possess so
little knowledge that we can only classify, but science cannot long rest content with

this. It seeks to know the c2..,Klitions under which phenomena appear together, and
regards this inquiry as supremely important in itself, not as deriving its importance
from the assistance it gives in referring things to classes.(8:93)

The chief significance of this study is that, for the first time, residential adult

education programs will be described, defined, and related systematically to each other in

ways which will permit rigorous empirical investigations to further our understanding of such

programs. This study will suggest a number of hypotheses and questions for such research.

For example:

--if the element "interaction" is viewed as a demand on the participants to communi-

cate in certain ways, then one might ask, what "objectives" are consistent with

what demands on the participants? What happens if an inappropriate "demand"

is made on the participant? Where and when do stresses occur? What kinds of

stresses occur? How do the stresses affect learning?

--logical analysis of two elements, interaction and objectives, suggests that
they ought to occur together in certain combinations, but not in other combina-

tions. Are higher level objectives incompatible with lower level interaction
processes? Is the reverse also true?

--are there particular combinations of objectives, interaction processes and timing
which lead to highly effective programs? What is consequence of ignoring or

transposing such combinations?

-The typology will be useful in relating the theories and concerns of the larger

educational enterprise to residential adult education. The. "interaction" element suggests

clear relationships to the "errorless (didactic)--dialectical" teaching dimension of Ginther's

model for analyzing instruction. The philosophy of Dewey and the curriculum development

-04
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rationale of Tyler have been related to'the.scherrie, and the use of the taxonomies of ee.ica-

tional objectives for classifying the objectives of residential programs clearly relates the

concerns of curriculum theorists to residential adult education.

The typology pay be useful in a number of practical ways also. For example::

--the program planner could apply the elements, as a three dimensional frame-
work, to programs being planned as a guide to developing the internal structure
of progrcims;

--it could be used as -a source of new ideas for programs;

--it might suggest new ways of combining program elements to develop new and
unusual' programs;

--it could be used to categorize existing research data and thereby identify gaps
in our present knowledge;

-1-it could be used by the residential center administrator to classify the programs now
being conducted and thereby identify both strengths and gaps in program emphasis;

--it may suggest criteria for distinguishing educative from non-educative.activities,
and effective from ineffective activities.



APPENDIX A .

PROGRI M r rMENT: OBJECTIVES (as stated by planners or teacher

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
INDI-

VIDUAL GROUP

I. A. To recall, recognize, understand, comprehend, or interpret specific infor-
mation or knowledge of one kind or another. .

B. To be aware of, to tolerate, or to respond to a given stimulus, phenomenon,
or state of affairs; to acquire an interest in something

0

II. A. To apply or use inform-if-ion or Loy/ledge in particular and concrete situa-
tions (e.g., to solve a problem; to explain a phenomenon)

B. To accept a value, Phenomenon, or behavior to the extent that one
prefers it or becomes committed to it; to have an "attitude" toward
or belief about something

0

0

A. To analyze or break down material into its constituent parts and prim-
, ciTh*TiWor

to synthesize or combine elements and parts to form a whole or struc-
ture, such as in producing a book, a teaching unit, or a plan; or

to evaluate, or make judgments about, the value, for given purposes,
of some idea, object, solution, etc.

B. To become characterized by a consistent and related set of values or
attitudes in such a way that one may be said to have a consistent
"philosophy of life"

22
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APPENDIX B
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PROGRAM ELEMENT: INTERACTION (as intended by planners and teachers)

Interaction
(Flow of Communication) Patterns

1. The flow of communication is from teacher(s) (who do not interact with each other) to
students, as in a lecture situation. Teacher hai responsibility for directing the activity
and students listen passively. No particiWion is necessary by students, nor is any
provision made for their participation.

9
0 0 0
(Didactic)

2. The flow of communication is from teachers to students, and among teachers. It is
more complicated than in ill because the student must attend to discussion or inter-
action among the teachers (who try to clarify, explain, or dispute each others' state-
ments). Teachers have responsibility for directing the activity and students listen
passively as in #1.

rl?
00000

.

3. The flow of communication is from teacher(s) (who do not interact with each other) to
students. Teachers retain responsibility for directing the activity, and for the most
part students listen passively, but there is opportunity for some students to participate
by volunteering comments or questions.

1:13

d o 'b

4. The flow of communication is from teachers to students, and among teachers (as in #2).
Teachers retain responsibility for directing the activity, and for the most part students
listen passively, but there is opportunity for some students to participate by volun-
teering comments or questions.

).

cf0.:t 0 tib

5. The flow of communication is distributed more fully among all involved. There is inter-
action among students (as in "buzz" groups) and between teacher(s) and students.
Teacher still retains major responsibility for directing the activity, but since it is
necessary for nearly all students to participate actively in the experience, they also
share some of this responsibility.

?
ifil O Cts

o+ b 8 4o

6. The flow of communication is distributed even more fully among all involved. There is
interaction among teachers (as in IN 2 and 4), but also among students (as in "buzz"
groups), and between teachers and students. Teachers still retain major responsibility
for directing the activity, but since it is necessary for nearly all students to partici-
pate actively in the experience, they also share some of this responsibility.

7 13
.

/3 a q,
0-* b 84-0

7. The flow of communication is among all participants--teachers and students alike- -in
a face-to-face group. Although there may be a person designated teacher or leader,
responsibility for direction of the activity rests fully on the group and its individual
members. Each student has opportunity for extensive and sustained participation.

(1 ?
0-, 40

Cc *bf

8. Communication is between student and a teacher (e.g., a tutorial conference) or
between the student and his materials when he works independently under guidance
on an individual project. The student has opportunity for full participation and he
may discuss, read, write, or solve paper-and-pencil problems, but the responsibility
for carrying out the activity rests fully with him. .

1 i 9
0 6

,(Dialectical)
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THE CLASSIFICATION- OF RESIDENTIAL

ADULT EDUCATION PROGRAMS

This form is designed to collect information for testing a scheme to classify educational programs conducted in
university residential adult education centers.

Residential programs have been defined in many ways, but for the purposes of filling out this form, a residential pro-
gram is defined as an organised educative activity engaged in by a group of 7,dults, involving temporary residence at the
study site as a planned part of the activity. Such an educative activity consists of a series of learning situations designed
to achieve specific learning objectives for an individual or a group.

INSTRUCTIONS

Please complete one of these forms for each program yotrhave been connected with during the months being studied.
In order to complete the form you will need the printed program time schedule and other written records about the
program.

To facilitate the recording of information about each program, this form is divided into three sections: (a) general
information about the program; (b) the objectives of the program; and (0) the length of time devoted to each of several
kinds of interaction patterns commonly found in programs. Each section is preceded by a set of specific directions.

Please fill in each blank. Do not skip any statements. Please record all information as frankly and accurately as pos-
. aible.

-

:
' t

SECTION A: GENERAL PROGRAM INFORMATION

DIRECTIONS: Please fill in the blank spaces following each statement.

1. Your Name....._....*Dm«r.ew.seDoooorooeeoooP..PoIm..,war.awwooa

2. Your Position Title.000000000e
8. Today's Date...... WO 0 ON V 00 00.06 00 000. .000 000 1/

4. Name of Universitymwen
5. Exact Title of Program Being

WwaNow.mooe eeoe e.weew......m 1-",
6. Dates of Program (from beginning of first session to end of last session; do not include time set aside for on-site regis-

tration purposes):

A.M. A.M.
M. P.M TO plifbadmv,ows

(hour) (date) (oul) (date)

To* Length of Program in Days (from beginning of first session to end of last session );..--

Identification Number.....1

`" Nt r '
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7. Total nutteb-irotpeople- who, kegistered or and. attended the program cmclude teachers and leaders,
:student; And particepantei and observers). ;

e-

8- pprox3inately wheitiertentaie Of the total intinber of Peoplesitteridin g the progrini do you consider

*h.tence 4113) the ptograinf`
'

9. program Objectives. On the lines below pleiseliit objectives for the progranras they were stated in the printed pro-
griimsehedule er.other program: literature,-

If thew. mere more than two objectives, select and write in the two which you think were intended to receive the
most eMphasis in the program.

If there were no written objectives, you maybe able to infer one or two from information in correspondence or

. other written program records. If you haieto infer objectives please mark an "X" in this box: 0

If you cannot find or -infer the objectives, write "NONE" on Line A below.

Please list the objectives in the following order:
(a) On Line A write the objective which, in your opinion, was intended to receive the most emphasii

in the program.

(b) On Line B write the objective which, in your opinion, was intended to be second in emphasis in the pro-
gram.

(A)- -(Moat Emphasis) ......**. so*
000..00**110000.1.1100.0.0.11

11.0001111011141, 11.00.1111.0.11.0.1
04...P.O.V....0000. 004..00.*.......wo ...oemoe..m....
(B)(Second in Emphasis) n........

fMW04....N.O....DIMOMMDM.O.400..Mo..e.01100*.olw.......00*
Saew*00..

MKOMYM.MMDON004.De.re.m.AmM0**...Nwa.m...1".....b.r0.M00000M.M

4

,
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SECTION Bs. OBJECTIVES AS STATED BY PLANNERS AND TEACHERS

Listed bei are six objectives which pliamers or teachers of a residential program might state. They are probably not
exactly like those which you wrote on page 2. The objectives below have been stated in such a way as to encompass a
variety of objectives in a variety of residential programi.

DIRECTIONS
(1) Read."objective A" which you wrote on page 2.
(2) Read the list of six objectives below.
(3) Decide which one of the six objectives beloi, best describes or most closely matches "objective A" which you wrote on

Page 2.
(4) Circle the letter "A" in the box to the right opposite the objective which you selected below.
(5) A program may have either INDIVIDUAL or GROUP objectives. INDIVIDUAL objectives are intended to bring

about changes in individuals attending a program. GROUP objectives are concerned with accomplishment, during a pro-
gram, of a task or an action by the group e a whole.

Now DECIDE whether "objective A," which you wrote on page 2, was primarily an INDIVIDUAL objective or a
GROUP objective.

(6) Circle 'T' (Individual) OR "G" (Group) beside the letter "A" which you circled in step 4.
(7) Repeat steps (1) through (6) above for "objective B" on page 2.
(8) If you cannot classify an objective in one of the six categories below, please put it in the "other" category at the

bottom of this page.

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

1. To remember, understand, comprehend, or interpret specific information or knowledge of some
kind

AIIorG1
B i I or G

2. To be aware of, or to respond to a riven stimulus, phenomenon, or state of affairs; to acquire 1-1 I or
an interest in something B I I or G

8. To apply information or knowledge in particular and concrete situations (e.g., to solve a
problem; to explain a phenomenon)

A I or G
B I I or G

4. To accept a value, phenomenon, or behavior to the extent that one prefers it or becomes
committed to it; to acquire an "attitude" toward something

A I or G
B I or G

5. To analyze (i.e., break-down) a communication into its constituent parts and principles; or
to synthesize or combine elements and parts to form a whole, oath as in producing a book,

a teaching unit, or a plan; or
to evaluate (i.e., make judgments about) the value, for given purposes, of some idea, object,

solution, etc.

A I or G
B I I or G

6. To become characterized by a consistent and related set of values or attitudes in such a way
that one may be said to have a consistent "philosophy of life"

"111' VIIIMINIMMI111111

Other (unable to categorize, above). Please explain why you cannot classify the objective:
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SECTION Cs INTERACTION AS INTENDED BY PLANNERS AND TEACHERS

Listed below are 8 stateMents which describe patterns of interaction sometimes found in residential programs. These
..,..atements are intended to describe the flow of communication in programsessions. A graphic representation,beside each

interaction statement, is a Shed-hind aid to help you understand and remember= the statement.

A "session" is a learning situation which has a definite -beginning time and a delibite ending time. It may range in
length from only 15 minutes to 8 or 4 hours. Rest periods, coffee breaks, meals, or breaks for moving to other rooms
determine the end of one session and the beginning of another session. Such breaks are not considered sessions them-
selves, and should not be described.

The time devoted to after-dinner speakers or similar learning situations should be described.. Do not attempt to
describe the meal itself though. Do not describe any on-site registration periods or "entertainment" events.

DIRECTIONS
On these pages you are asked to categorize each session of a program. On page 4 (below) are interaction Statements, and

on pages 5 through 8 are columns for recording the length of each session. You should not record any' nformation for days
on which there were no sessions (Le., holidays or weekends).

(1) Read each of the 0 interaction statements below.
(2) Then look at your program schedule and decide which is the first session of the program you are classifying.

DIRECTIONS ARE CONTINUED AT TOP OF NEXT PAGEr,

MMIMMINIIMINCen." 11IWAY
Interaction: The Flow of Communication.11

1. The flow of communication is from teacher(s) to students, as in a lecture situation. Teachers following each other consecu-
tively within a session do not interact with each other. Teacher has responsibility for directing the activity and students
listen passively. No overt participation is necessary by students, nor is any provision made for their participation.

..,=711101.

2. The flow of communication is from teachers to students and among teachers. It is more complicated than in #1 because the
student must attend to discussion or interaction among the teachers (who try to clarify, explain, or dispute one another's
statements). Teachers have responsibility for directing the activity and students listen passively as in #1.

8. The flow of communication is from teacher(s) to students. Teachers following each other consecutively within a session do
not interact with each other. Teacher retains responsibility for directing the activity, and for the most part students listen
passively, but there is opportunity for some students to participate by volunteering comments or questions.

4. The flow of communication is from teachers to students (as in #8), but also among teachers (as in #2). Teachers retain
responsibility for directing the activity, and for the most part students listen passively, but there is opportunity for some
students to participate by volunteering comments or questions.

S. The flow of communication is distributed more fully among all involved. There is interaction between teacher(s) and
students, and among students (as in "buzz" groups), but not among teachers following each other consecutively within a
session. Teacher still retains major responsibility for directing the activity, but since it is necessary for nearly all students
to participate actively in the experience, they also share some of this responsibility.

8. The flow of communication is distributed more fully among all involved. There is interaction between teachers and students,
and among students (as in #5), but also among teachers (as in #a 2 and 4). Teachers still retai major responsibility for
directing the activity, but since it is necessary for nearly all students to participate actively in the experience, they also
share some of this responsibility.

OININIVENI

7. The flow of communication is among all participantsteachers and students alikein a face-to-face group. Although
there may be a person designated teacher or leader, responsibility for direction of the activity rests fully on the group and
its individual members. Each student has opportunity for extensive and sustained participation.

41111111111111111111/0

8. Communication is between student and a teacher (e.g., a tutorial conference) or between the student and his materials
when he works independently under guidance cn an individual project. The student has opportunity for full participation
and he nay discwis, read, write, or solve paper-and-pencil probleins. The responsibility for carrying out the activity rests
fully with him.

. _7- 77777=1""swilarvivnionam,
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. DIRECTIONS CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE
(3) Starting with the Mt c:55-sion of your program, select the one interaction statement on page 4 which best desciibes

what *as supposed tote, place during that first session.
(4) Opposite the interaction statement you selected in step S pluse write the length of the first session in hostis (e.g., 2.V.5)

in the first box. Label the column "1" (in row "S") to indicate that it is the first session.
(5) If one aession is broken up into several simultaneous meetings, use a separate column to record information about

erAi meeting. Number each session column as follows: 1A, 1B, 1C, etc., until all simultaneous meetings during the session
are described.

If all the thnultanums meetings are exactly alike, use only one column. Label the column 1A-D, for example, to indi-
cate that four me-rtings with similar interaction patterns occurred at the same time.

(6) Repeat steps (1) through (6) above for each session until all sessions have been described. Number sessions consecu-
tively from beginning of program to end of program.

4E11E111=114k 2=111MISIN411111=111=7'

4

After you have filled in one box for every session, please indicate which sessions took places, on each day of the program.
Do this by drawing a vertical line in the blank row labelled "D" after the last session for each day.

DAYS "D"
411111MINMEMINM,
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SECTION C: INTERACTION AS INTENDED BY PLANNERS AND TEACHERS (Continued)

Below are graphic representations of 8 statements which describe patterns of interaction sometimes found in reitlen-
tial program.s. The statements are intended to describe tlie flow of communication in program sessions.

A "session" is a learning situation which has a definit e. beginning time and a definite ending time It may range in
length from only 15 minutes to 3 or 4 hours. Rest periods, coffee breaks, meals, or breaks for moving to other rooms de-
termine the end of one session and the beginning of another session. Such breaks are not considered sessions themselves,

and should not be described.

The time devoted to after-dinner speakers or similar learning situations should be described. Do not attempt to de-
scribe the meal itself though. Do not describe any on-site registration periods or "entertainment" events.

DIRECTIONS

5 through 8 are columns for recording the length of each session. You should not record any information for days on which
there were no sessions (i.e., holidays or weekends).

(1) Read each of the 8 interaction statements on page 4.
(2) Then look at your program schedule and decide which is the first session of the program you are classifying.

DIRECTIONS ARE CONTINUED AT TOP OF NEXT PAGE--).-

On these pages you are asked to categorize each session of a program. On page 4 are interaction statements, and on pages
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DIRECTIONS CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE:

(3) Starting with the first session of your pmgram, select the one interaction statement on page 4 which best describes
what was supposed to take place during that first se ion.

(4) Opposite the interaction statement you selected inStep 3 please write the length of the first session in hours (eg., 2.25)
in the first box. Label the column "1" (in row "S") to indicate that it is the first session.

(6) If one session is broken-up into several simultaneous meetings, use a separate column to record information about
each meeting. Numbcr each session column as follows: IA, 113, IC, etc., until all simultaneous meetings during the session

are described.
If all the simultaneous meetings are exactly alike, useonly one column. Label the column 1A -D, for example, to indicate

that four meetings with similar interaction patterns occurred at the same time.

(8) Repeat steps (I) through (6) above for each session until all sessions have been descrled. Number sessions consecu-
tively from beginning of program to end of program.

After you have filled in one box for every session, please indicate which sessions took place on each day of the program.
Do this by drawing a vertical line in the blank row labelled "D" after the last session for arch day.

SESSIONS ("S' )
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Continued on nest pageo-
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